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A STUDY 0" HIGH EKSKGY NEUTHOH DETSGTORS
by
S. R. CHRISTIE
mjmiTum TO 'nm D^A^vm^i: of I'lusics
O'P 3CIEFCE
Two neutron counters «n,ploying liquid scintillators have be«i
used to detect neutrons of 70 to 170 Kev energy. One counter was
a cylinder twelve inches long by four incbevS in diaiaetsr. It was
used to obtain anj^ilar distributions of energetic neutrons. The
other counter vb.s in the shape of a dish fixe inches thick with a
diaraeter of twenty tiro to thirty two inches. It wns xised in ex-
periments where large solid angle coverage was desired.
Both counters were studied experimentally in detail. Ihe
photodisintefTrrition of the deuteron was used as a (nonoergic)
source of neutrons to investigate the behavior of the counters.
The annilcr renolution and ef^icienc"'' of the coimterp -vTere deter-
mined as a function of neutron energy, geometry, target thickness and
position, neutron bias energy, lead shielding, and neutron counter siae.
A nethod of theoretic si analysis of the above factors is developed.
•Rie experimental results are canpsred with those from theoretical cal-
culations . Fron the agreement obtained, the behavior of the siriall
counter seeaias to be very well understood. The values of absolute
efficie.nc2;' calculated for the large counter are not in complete agree-
ment with those obtained experimentally. Re^wsonable assumptions con-
cerning the cause of these discrepancies are advanced which lead to
a qualitative agreement.
A survey of alternate ncthods of high energy neutron detection
is included.
Thesis Supervisor Bernard T. Feld
Associate Professor of Physics
^S1 IZ
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I. INTRODUCTION
Irnrej?tigation.n of High i-ner^^ Hhoto^^roton rcKhictio;^ by 32!p l_cv
Brems
r
tv ; Jilun^ aadiatiori by ^'eld et al and r^eutrons ir CoincitJcnce vith
High Knei^/ Fliotoprotona by H. K^ers et al have been conducted at the
M.I.T. Synchrotron Laboratory. Similar experirients have been undertaken
3
at other laboratories. Tfiese investigations indic^^ted that there vaB
9nbBtant5.&l evidence that the procesr involved in photoproton production
vas the photodisintegration ©' nentron-proton pairs, i.e. deuteron-like
h
stvbunits in th© nucleus as pro'oosed by Levinger. further investigation
vas deemed warranted snd has indicated this to be the case.
InES^mch as the high energy neutron detector r. under disc-sission in
this paper vcre employed in the latter investii^ations, a brief outline
of the experiment >^uld seer, to be in order.
Targets of various nuclei were placed in the bronsstrahlung beaan
of the M.I.T. synchrotron. As the process being investigated is essent-
ially a t'-TO body problem one observes this hy detecting a neutron end
proton in coincidence possessing the propei" kinematic relationships.
The proton telescope consisting of three plastic (r'ilot Co.) scintill-
ators and approoriate energy absorbers was placed at a desired angle.
The electronics was biased to accept protons of a narrow energy spread
( + 12.5 ^'iev) about sotnie selected proton energy. (For details concenning
the proton telescope and techniques see references 1 and $») A neutron
detector wao placed at en an^le vT.p ^ropriate to the energy ??nd angle of
the proton telescope The sij^nals Tron the proton telescope end the
neutron detector vere then fed through a fast coincidence circuit.
T9i <*$C JJ-QTOC .
I
errfll-rKrr^-fw*.^ ,e,.^ ^fnlR^ /jo*o*jq-fpo'?i^/^f? 'o ro' toriq ©rid p.r.v'
a2iJ:iJt-o .aji'i , ;3 eicav loqEiq lind'
1 at f imwii'rsqxs ^'^•i lo
bos non^uen e ; >fa tc*^ «irI4 8«TX9sck> «cfO *oIdo': ov* « \ii&l
-IIxcl-\i;aa ^.oi; J'Olx.y oiJ-a^i^ A&\a 'lO .-. .jX»^j' noJcxq 9i1t
••lytfi beniasJb • .ts bMAlq e«v a*. '^!BP|8 i^ne eiEois
JmyfWft yvxaitn jrvr^irf v» ''o »>fTr^+f :/ po p-i-fci'-r -"n** f^^ '^;v"T
•rid' bfw notoTq arid- ;.Toa? e. atfl
.dJtxwTlo e ffrofOTf^ b»1 n©rid 3T0',f 7«^o«i«li oflrrJ-rrsn
For a given proton angle, proton energy, neutron angle ard t rsy
enerpy, the problem of the photodisintegration of a dcuteron is
kinematically overdetemlned. One observes neutron-proton coin-
cidences over a small range of angles of the neutron counter. The
spread in angle is a rrjeastirG of the initial ''(omenta o^' the nucleons
involved. A series of experiments wa* undertaken to study the process
further and to eiiploy the process as a tool. Specifically it '.-as
desired to ccnpare the noraentuin of nucleons in various nuclei*.
These are experinents in which one gains additional information
from absolute values j therefore a thorough understanding of all the
factors effecting the operation and effeciency of the neutron dvtect-
Ing eouipnent was essential. This thesis is an experiricntal and
theoretical study of the neutron counters employed.
A 8»iall neutron counter, "little neut", was uacjd to obtain
angular distributions and a large co^mter, referred to as "FS" or
the "Vlying Saucer", vrr, used to obtain the integral values for total
n+p events. The large counter is studied in detail in seotion III,
theoretical calculations .-5re cor^>ared vitli experimental results. The
small counter is studied in section IV. Section II contains a general
review of the types of instruiftents available for the detection of fast
neutrons. CoEKients on t}i0 adaptability of these ;;!ethods to the present
n+p experiment are nade ard susiniarized in paragraph II, f»
"^jn t ixts. sISiTs r.cntvoa ^xST^^f*^ ncioiq ,9X:^r noSotq ;'»v.r.5 p. 10
-:-co noto'icr-rT<y,.-''j:>p aovi?>rac j
o .-n 9iU 'Jo Ai^ci^m- odi- ^ «^svutt« a mi <»i:snj? ni Iwtyxcra
orLT XX& 2.1. ;adil£av •#trl(MMii n»«l
JjaJro^ •sol BOi/ic a.t«i:' ^At <x> b<MV/ b^W .••Mftwie yiixl^V mi&
J jjoo IXrob
II. DSSCRIPTICK OF TTPiiS OF KSXJTROIJ DSTBCTOaS
A. General
Since fast neutrons themselves produce only negligible
ionization directly, their detection is dej^endent on their inter-
action with bodies whose effects can be detected. Usually' this
interaction consists of transferring all or part of the neutron
energy to chsj^ged particles, chiefly the lighter nuclei, which
Biay then be detected by their ionitation. Since the croa^ cection
(total) for nesjtron interactions is in general snail and a decreas-
6,7
ing function of neutron energy (lO< Z^^^^ <200 I'ev), efficient
detection of high energy neutrons is dependent on tr.e incident neut-
ron being confronted with a large number of nuclei with wliich to
interact atKi whose interactions can be detected in the laboratory.
B, Ionization Charibers and Proportional Counters
These inatrurients have been enployed with success as detectors
of o rsys and are readily adaptable to the detection of neutrons
since mary of the problesas involved in both types of detection are
sinilar» Ihese instnunents raeasiire the amount of ionization pro-
duced in a gaseous voliune by the passage of chai'ged particles. To
detect fast neutrons they are usually filled witr. a l^ydrogcnous gaa
8,9
under pressure, TIae ions formed by the recoil protons ai*e collected
and measured. Since the mean path for neutrons o"'-'100 Ilev in a
nedium of such low density is very large in caaparison with tho
limits of physical siae of any practical detector, these instruments
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the order of 10^ have been possible with low energy neutrons (2.3 Hev),
electron collection tin?es are one raicrosecond. lifficiency of neutrons
-3
'^100 Mer is reduced to the order of 10- .
BfficiencieG of these instrurients have been increased, at the
expense of greater ion coLlection tiiscs (-^seconds), by the use of
insulating liquids such as hexarte and decane tinder field strengtlis of
10
up to 1000 volts/cm. 7nin hydrogenous t^jrgets can be placed in front
of or inside of these counters to increasd the probability of a recoil
11
protcm.
Because of their low ef'icienciee for fast neutrons and relatively
slow response tiin® for fast coincidence work such detectors were not
eiaployed in these e3q)eri3nents.
C. Cloud Chambers end Photographic Pulsions
These instrurients are raer^tioned onl,/ briefly for cosnpleteness
as th^ are not efficiently adaptable to coincidence vork. Cloud
12
chanbers utilizing a hydrc^en atmosphere have been er^ployed to de-
tect and meas\ire the energy of neutrons of <1 14ev. If the direction
of the incident neutron is known, its enerijy can be directly obtained
frori the length and direction of the recoil proton. In an analagous
fashicm photographic plates loaded with a hydrogenoiis material hsve
been used to measure proton recoils errplcrying standard plate techniques.
Photogriiphic plates loaded vitb various nuclei that possess threshold
energies for neutron reactions can be used to detect and give minimum
energies of neutrons. Keepin ar\d Roberts have utilized tl-e reaction
Li (n,o<)II , The reaction B {n,2oC)lr has been sugc©sted for
cano'iJcsn lo ionoi); - « ^1/2 js; io LS.00 artiosls
c-
!• •St/ ailf yd ((8te09«a«^) 8Mti;t saoJ^omLloQ not tt&cBi'i} Jo mmtt^fn
T:o RiUraaafht^ bXoi:"* lafemr srisoob bcvi aftsxarf aa rTaxte afi^.-frjf-X iml:tAfimnl
Iioe#« « lo \i^ilidt<fo^ oiii^ iK: : l 0& or 96a(it lo obiaftJ: to lo
II
J'on >d;^eb rioxM :ih;ofw Booahitttibio Smtl iml mttt amamytfirt voXa
£1
iwi^oarcJUb edi 11 .y**:-! X> lo ano^^siii lo ^^ean» orii sTvesMi bos !*»»S
•MC^aoisoto ra al oerc adt Ito noli'ov'xUb finji dJ^oel ertt aoml
«T2fl Xli.m'AIBav WVOBmMmlByj 'WTmmX BWrsm SZUUBTKUJUIIM IBMilBE J-
••ttupxA-io^J «>a:i:.iq[ insisrjsje SRi-^lctas uLiOMQ AaO^oiq, aotnuutt ov^
Ixlocteawi:^ iaaair>t iAA& im£tmti oxn: .bxav n^±v l3«iHioI oatf
ajnidis oV!l:9 bus ^»M^ o^ fioerr ocf rtsto aaol^itB«« isattumi ic
tPi#a—< a/i* It'^.' _.Jf'- r>rr/: r>,,. • 00. i-):!* cJ:q»o^ ,aiiC'T,iF-<a '^o -zc.rzone
$neutrons of greater t\\sj\ 10 >^v,
D. Fiscion Chanbers
Uranium fission chambers have been used 'Tith success to detect
neutrons in the range <L15 I4ev. Sone v;orkers have enplc>yed bia-
Tsutli ficsion chas-ibers for neutron energies < iJO Fev. Tne. efficiency
of such detectors is noirially about 10 or less,
%% Scintillation Detectors
1, General
Scintillation counters have supplanted most other types of
counters for detecting all kinds o*" radiations. Some trcnssparent
condensed material that is capable of' producing observable light
pilses following internal ionization is used, Thepte light iiulses
ere detected and ampli<"ied by means of phot<»!ultiplier tubes. Heu-
trons are detected by observing recoiling charf^ed particles,
2. l^)es of Scintillation Detectors
a. Orgcnic Crystals
ChE^snic crystals such as anthracer^ and stilbene have been
used to detect neutrons 'crj mearjs of light pulses produced by recoil-
ing protons. 15ie crystals are very transpsi'ent and pro<luce relatively
large light pulses. In practice, the high cost and the manufacturing
difficulties incident to making hi^jh grado crystals of large enough
size for high energy neutron work liiidt their use in tl^e lv-?.boratory
for this purpose.
The newer plastic sclnt:Lllators could conceivably be used in
this manner. They are expensive in large sizes.
.V Bsi^ tt^^^m 9a
J"D©vt3»> OJ .f' ' I r*i*i,- .-Tfi«-^'A *<vkI Qfji^'Tf'^^ ''!*> £xti t etv r 1
Xr/ion
lo 5je<'i\J" i®fiio d"eoja l^eioalnqifs STi^j e'lttd-mrod noiJ-jBlUv..
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b. Liquid Scintillators
T?ie relative merits of v-riov.a licuici orr^anic ccri:/Ounds when
16
used as fjcintillatiiig media haTe boen measured. Heutron detection is
acconplished as before by obaervi-ng the light p^ilses produced by re-
coiling protons. Tl'ie li^'fit output per unit energy locc in the ccin-
ti3_lRtor is soreewhat less for the liquid scintillators than for the
cry:?lals| hoifover, the?/ are readily available fratn coinmerciaL sources
at relativel.7 lov; cont, very transparent, and can be contained In a
detector of arbitrary size and shape. The liquid scintillators appear
to be the noct advantageous for high energy nefutron detection as their
transpsrency allot-'s good light collection e\''en when the counter size
is cocimensiirate tdth the mean path for fast neutrons. Tlieir fast
17
response facilitates coincidence work and allovrs the use of high
absolute counting rates.
3* Scintillation Cksuntors and Detemination of Neutron
feergy
a» Ana3c/'sis of Recoil I^roton Spectrum
If the relationship betstfeen .he sr^ount o-^ light produced in
the scintillator vere linear wi-th the energy los:> of the recoiling
proton, the proton spoctrun yielded "by monoergic neutrons ':ould be
flat fr<x:i zero out to the energy of the inci<'ent neutrons. TJ-iis
assunes isotropic n-p scattering. The neutron spectrun vrould ateply
be the derivative of this spectrjin, i.e., a spike at E . In general,
the derivative of the proton spectrum vrould yield the neutron spect-
run for purely recoil events.
5--
» ? «riM»*.*0]^ IKM^T.nif *P3(a'vwii»«»ri ctv««..) «rt?JLif .th'^if. •=:<'
«li •<-''' nsiU arm&Mlllinlon blsf^I '^*''> -"^^ ^f**?
« nl bmtjjifnoo wi nr.9 bru ^ino'iivqaflsii x^st «cfaos vol
.Li
•mlB tMiauoQ inM aadm miff tx
rf^irf lo »sxr cjit vwc
VI
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Unfortimatcly the relationship between light output and proton
energy loss is not linear at low proton energies end must be taken
18
into account. The theoretical curves of Birke, which are in general
19
agreement with the data of Taylor et al, give this relationship. These
curves, which are for anthracene, are assuined here to apply to the other
organic scintillators in the non-linear region below 15 Fiev«
Another difficulty in the analysis of the proton pulse spectrum
is that at high neutron energies "^90 14ev, energetic protons and other
charged particles are ejected froja the carbon nuclei present in the
liquid (i.e. one observes stars and spallation). At these energies,
the cross section for such contributions Prom the carbon is commen-
surate with and may be greater than the cross section for n-p
20,21
scattering.
A further complication in the analysis o^ the recoil proton
spectrum is that the n-p scattering can no longer be considered to
be simply s wave scattering (isotropic) at neutron energies in eotcess
of iJi Mev. Data concerning the anirotropy of n-p scattering at neu-
22
tron energies of hO,*^ and 260 Mev is given by Kelly et al.
The analysis of the recoil proton spectrum to obtain the in-
cident neutron spectncn is difficult to do analytically. The problem
23, ^b
is amenable to numerical methods, such as the FK>nte Carlo technique,
if one merely wishes to verify an assimed neutron spectrum.
tiojoiq woJ J-B -f9
l£ii.'.VJ5 ox 3T« i . e »riT .ir 1
1 icMasTq 2el jdnAO tii mdH ^ ^ sis eei3l<^t«q bmy^Bdo
-:-Ta^4tac3 ax o3 Ai^sn ntol noiioat asoio arfi
XS,OS
no^toiq Xlooan arii ';o exaxfJMia attt nl najjatktl.trioo ibjUiu >
-usm *.:- szTiniolsfGOE q-a lo \v :oo ai«G .t»M JX lo
.Is :fo xlltili r^ nwrl:n a± wli Od'i bar, Of^jOii lo arterrtlfTS ooi#
er > ob (M' 4- b ajc iwntooqR o
tai/Di.;iiOoJ oXij&O ditooM ad^ ai:^ rfoi^s ^aJjOxid-sfi! L&ottmaam o.t aXitetORri 3f
8b. Utiliaation of N-P Scattering
(l) Keutron-i'roton Coincidence Telescope
Several methods for measuring neutron energies are based on
the kinematics of neutron-proton collisions. The neutron-proton
telescope is one such method in which the neutrons to be detected
are incident on an organic crystal which serves as an n-p scatterer
and as a proton dctec+or. A neutron detector is placed at a certain
angle, coincidences between the neutron and proton counters define
the angle of scattering and the p.ilse height of proton recoil yields
the neutron energy directly. To keep the energy spread small, the
angle of scattering imist be well defined, thus this instrument is of
low efficiency due to solid angle effects and the small n-p scattering
cross section at high neutron energies. The latter factor is doubly
weighted in view of the stringent conditions imposed on the incident
neutron for detection. Ha^iely that two separate neutron events occur,
n-p scattering into a finite solid engle by the crystal and finally
detection of the scattered neutron in the neutron counter. Its use
has been successfially reported for neutrons up to lU Mev.
(2) "Thin"i-Toton Radiator and /Proton Telescope
A second method of neutron energy determination employs a thin
hydrogeneous radiator. Incident neutrons scatter protons forward into
26
a proton telescope, such as the one used in this experiment. The pro-
ton energy can be accurately measured. However, consideration of the
conditions imposed on the thickness of the radiator and the solid
angles show that it would be of Ion efficiency.
isieJ^.'. a rm ea sav^aa 3VK> olflRJpxo mi no jfnsbionl erti;
-Ar-'.f ^rr-zf.-- bso^qa y^SffJ"^^ "•'^-^ '^'^^^ ^'*' »xC'^^*^^^ ' 18'^—
'
" aoJ^x^n •fi;^
XlcfjLfob el ioJ-obI led-d-sl »riT .Bolg-xaas aoiisjen ri^xri J-a noito^t ««ot9
inebxoaj; 9i^ ao beaoqini c itoo insaaliJ-a adit It© irolv itl be^rislow
^•xjuoQ9 s^OdT* ooiii/dn •iA'uqda ovi ^£ii;i xloiva^ .nol^o»iab not tfPtifWMI
"IjIX."'^'^'* f^rv- ijjj-^i^-co 9iiJ" xd sXioa iJxXos 9ila|l « oJ'ni: gnlis^JiAoa q-n
%v»M iU <>* ciiT an to^ hetto^nrc xXI«A«a«9acra r»9cf «Arf
:
-' no«toTc'> hoA rfoda^kfuH ii^'o-f%»n±cfI^ (S)
piqn» ii> xsmne rmn^vBa 1o fooilJ"3ri brtooee A
0-fn.i btBW-rol^ anoloTq ts^^to* urwnJBWi' iiT-^bconi •lod'sibaT: eirosragcrrbYff
biloB ariJ' briB lo-tBibr,*! orii to 8»9fn<oxri;t orii' no bseocrrai «^ol:^^b^oo
•Xoiiixoxiio vol lo ad bluov jx
An energy detemination requires that only a small portion o^
the energy of the recoil protons originating in the r&diator be lost
in the radiator. Since the cross section for n-p scattering at high
neutron energies is snail, a thin radiator leads to a lot/ probability
that a recoil proton wwild be prodijced.
In order to hove fairly monoergic recoils the proton riust be
scattered into a small solid angle. The sanall solid angle is another
large ""actor in lowerir^ the efficiency of such an instrument.
c, Neutron Detectors Based on the Total /ibsorbtion Principle
Ihese instruments measure the total ionization produced as a high
energy neutron is degraded in energy by gruccessive scatterings in a
large volume liquid scintillation detector. The pulses trcm individual
scatterings are stunmed and are taken as an indication of the incident
neutron energy. To insure that the neutron has given np all its energy
to the scintillating liquid, the liquid is loaded with soRie material
that has a very high crosi? section for thenaal absorbtion of neutrons
and vhich gives off an energetic /rs^ (or other ionizing event) duriiig
the capture process. Only those initial recoil jmlses are counted
which are identified by a capture if pulse occ\iring within a specified
time after the initial pulse.
?-l
Cleland has comoletod an evaluation study of such a detector
employing 3oron-10 capture for identification. iiJiergics up to lU Mev
are considered and Monte Carlo sampling has been used to predict the
efficiency and the energy resolution. A large volume detector employing
28
csdr?iium for a capture if pulse has been described by iteines et al.
3d iciaxfoai ddi ni ani^^aaisito ano i »f{d' lo &{{&
X^-ciJ^QftocRPi vol a cj sijcel 10 ' ru a^IXjtiia si sa^j^xsci* snn^jiKi
.1 vr notoiQ IJto9err
I OM tiout to x^nit-n: > o odt ->. -t >- .ox nx ic .'fi»X
•XolfiniYi ',^T art*- rtofciWifl p/io.-t-ri'jir. i. .-.-j-rtyo. .0
B at 9V^iin9i(XMom oTiauoaovB v^ j;^ea9 ni bttenspb ti
imstbttkhnl itoil aaaXi/ti drT .rcoloft^flfc Stl^AtttfHtoM httmtt sircrov o^ital
lor.l aiU 'IQ no^J-aojLUijE: ns^as ixa?i«i' e'Xfi loam hi(mmf.rt ev
Xftti&ijRn 9r«}e £(/jNr fMbs*X si btaptl eOi ^blupll aal#«XIi:^nJtoa 9A& oi
STlNmA (Sttty^n gnisJtffox miiio to) tostX aA#»jlna« n£ 1*^0 levf;^ ffsirtw bns
bftd-njuoo •<za aMixiq lioo*? Isi^xni ssodjt' ^(faO .etoodoifi (rui#<{«o adi
b3i'ii9«<|« B itid^^ lalnifooo •sXcrq )i 9vr^q^9 b X^ b»ili:in'>bi 9ib rfsirfv
.5hI /w lAi<tifEi •*!<> noJ-tfi srJst
lo^si^^ts : fi riona lo y.^ijJ's oeliAiii^Ta ns beidicmM oftft bnnIaXO
TBi'l tU oi qp 9mkwimn> «noiir i*bi <fot Mlii^it^Oi«aotof 91. -j
d'ii .toiJbanKi o^ JMau noMf aarf aKMpHe oinaO aiaaif tea liarEaU«fiao vta
yilXoXqm itoA»aial> oisciXot aaiaX a .ooi.tirXoea^ t8^a<n» ar(<t iatTA >EOiielo±^l«
8S
.1b is aania*. xd badl'xaaAf) rtoMf qaxI aaXifft ^ aiittciaa a not floriinhao
10
This type o.f instrument shows the most promiae of being an
efficient detector of high energy neutrons with good energy resolution.
F • 3\msjy
The choice of a liquid scintillator for use in the neutron de-
tectors in the n+p ejQ^errv.ent v£s dictated bj the follotd.ng consider-
ationo t
1» Since the number of events to be recorded was small, the
efficiency of the neutron counter nust be h:leh in order that the
jrunning tine be mini/riized*
2* The resolving time for the detector syeten must be short
in order to reduce accidental coincidences and to avoid pile up.
This wsa especially inportant for the large counter since it was
expected to have a high absolute counting rate of neutrons due to
its size.
III. 3TUDT O':^' LOG? "^^S" KEUTHCTJ DETECTCE
A, Description of "FS"
Both counters cr.ployed as a scintillating liquid a nixture of
9 grams p-terpheryl per litre of phenylcyclohexane. To shift the
wave length of the light pulses to the higher spectral responce
region of the photopiultiplier tubes (RCA 5819), •03 grams per litre
of Illot Chemical Co. "Popop" was added. The physical properties of
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The scintillating liquid is vier^fed from the baok of the counter
by nine RCA 5819 photomultiplier tubes. Ti-je tubes were montinted in
)i" holes in optical contact with cletrir plastic windows. The FS
coimter was constructed of thin gauge sheet steel ('^1/8") in the
form of a truncated cone with an altitude of 5", back digaaeter 32'%
front diameter 22" (see figure 1). It was painted on the inside
with titaniuM dioxide in water glass solution to provide a diffuse
refloctii^ surface to aid in light collection and uniformity of
response *
The high voltage of each tube was iBdjusted so that the gains
of the photoimiltipliers were equal. The output signals froci all
nine tubes were added and fed to & cathode follower. The output
of the cathode follower v&s fed to the circuit shown in figure 2.
The FS was shielded frora t rays and other background by a 3" lead
house. Accidental counts were j4at©r?ained by ''teeing" the neutron
detector sign?!, and passing it through a f>7 meter delay line. (See
figure 2). The delay, ,3 /t seconds, was long compared to the re-
solving time of the circuit. "Die delayed signal was then fed
through a separate coincidence channel with the "teed" signal from
the proton counter. The delay channel neutron signal was operated at
a lower bias than the true coincidence neutron cliannel. The number
of accidental coincidences subtracted was given hj the product of
the number of accidental coincidences registered times the ratio of
the true coincidence neutron singles counting rate to the singles
rate of those in the delayed channel.
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Figure 2 1 Block Diagraan of iilectronies Circuit
An energy deterMination of the proton events reouired a
coincidence betweein the front and back crystals of the
proton counter. lUie output frora. the double coincidence
circuit to scal.ers Pj and P-j-j- recorrled the number of
proton events. The output frort the triple coincidence
circuit to scalers (H+?)-j. and (H^F)j-j; recorded the num-
ber of n+p coincidences. The output frcan the triple
coincidence circuit to scaler ^tt^P was a measure of
the accidental n*-p coincidences. The other scalers





































In the calculations, it is assuMed that the ^S co\mter subtends
a greater solid angle than does the bear? of neutrons cordng from the
target as a result of the photodisintcgration of the deuteron. Only
those neutrons that are coincident witli protons counted in the proton
telescope are considered. As vill be shown in the discr^ssion concern-
ing angular resolution of the small counter, this is a valid assuwption
in that the ratio of the solid angle subtended hj the F3t solid angle
of the bens-a is 1.5*^:1 for deuterium with the geometry enplqyed. There-
fore all of the neutrons coincident with protons counted enter the
effective volune of the FS.
2. CalciJlated Efficiency of the ;<''S Detector
ft* Factors entering into efficiency
•Ihe efficiency of the FS detector is given by the following
e:!qpreesion*
Efficiency (%^^, \) ^^V^^ " "'1^^^^^'' ('-e^'^'"}ov(c) Nc -*-
€jM Nh ^
where 0*eff (H)» effective ??!icroacopic cross section for production of
proton recoils fro»a n-p scattering with enerfy
-^^lafl
crgj£'(C) r effective microscopic cross section for production of
observable charged particles frcBn carbon nuclear events
*C'^H ~ number of atoKis/cm-^ of carbon and hydrogen respective?i.y
^7 (H), ^.^(0)= total Microscopic cross section of H and G respectively
^ reciprocal laean path = «v^H) N„ +6:^(0) Mr "= "x
X^lf - effective length of the counter
sx
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The efficiency of the countfT 1« a function of the neiitron e^rergy
(Ej^), bias energy (\±g^), cross section, and effective leinijth of the
counter. In addition to these t'actors, it is a function of a geometric
factor dependent on the effective cross sectional area o^" the counter
and the distribution of incident neutrons over this area. There Kill
also b<=-: a reduction in counting efficiency due to attenuation of the
neutron beam by ar^ shielding material. An anal.ysis of the individual
factors effecting efficiency is given in the following paragraphs.
b. Effective Length, l^ff and. Wall Effects
In a co^inter of finite length, recoil protons originatiiig near
the back of the counter laay strike the end of the counter before
losing an observable amount of energy in the scintillator (i.e.. Bias)*"?
Thus the effective length of the counter is the true length minus
some average length for proton recoils to lose sufficient energy to
produce a pulse larger than the bias setting. The Iocs of neutron
countfi due to the finite length of the counter is the sajne for both
counters. It is a function of the bias ^plied to the neutron counter
and the energy of the incident neutron. All biases are expressed in
energy- loss of an electron in the scintillator corresponding to the
actual loss of the recoil protons. In view of the linesr relationship
between energy loss of an electron and pulse height this permits the
use of a linear energy bias scale. Proton energ:y losses are converted
17
to equivalent electron losses with the data of Birks. Ttie plots of
* Similarly, in a finite counter some proton recoils vd.ll strike
the side%/alls of the counter before losing an amount of energy corres-
ponding to the bias. It was not necessary to consider side losses in
the calculations for the F3 in view of the fact that the coiinter was
much vider than the bean of Incident neutrons.
<LJ.
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electron pulse vs energr loss and proton pulse vs energy loss ar«
asc?umed to be parallel sbove 15 Kev»
The procedure for eetiinating end losses was ctrried out graph-
ically and is illustrated in flfure 3- It consists of determining
the ener(?y of recoil protons an a ^unction of proton laboratory
angle through the relationsbin E„* E. cos*"*^. , (?i,rure 3a) • The
distance required for a oroton o'' energy ?*, to lose the biqs i^snergy,
%ias» is. tlnen detemiined from raiige-energy tiiblee and plotte^i as
a function of proton recoil anjrle ^igb* (^igure 3^)« ^is is actually
a three diwensionfil plot in that the sur"^ace vhicn is formed by the
ends of these rectors is a surface generated by the revolution of
the curve about the ^n« o axis, lines are drawn on the plot per-
pendicular to t}-ie beam axis repre.^entlng the end of the counter for
n-p scattering at various distances front the counter end. The fraction
of recoil protons of energy :^-%ig.g striking the end of the counter
before losinr S^ias ^® ^ function of fS counter and ia given by
i ""^ j| ^^
-aa _£&
-- where p counter corresponds to the angle
where the lijie repressnting the end of the counter and the cr.irve of
^ias ^s'tance vs ^ intersect, li^eff is the proton angle at which the
recoil proton energy Ep=.
^iag* 'i^® values of ^ for n-p scattering
22 ^^
were obtained frcsa Kelly et §1 and were represented analytically by
a function flS 5 ^4 6 c<M*^^^ where ^ is the scattering ar^le in the
center of the mass coordinates. A plot of (probability of a neutron
reaching a distance D without interacting) times (the probability of a
iu.
3i/r .'-^ r.^fr-r-:'i *^aL) • *
,
J^i-1 vxtr i3:5i;c.xi-t ^lajfi*
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-£d nwif, nJt but Vbimnxi ^^ ,• tr*^ ? «i ^^^f,^- ;»tf
srrew brre r
lil^
Figure 3* End Losses
Figui*e 3a is a; plot of 3recoil proton energy as a iSunction
of recoil proton angle for n-p scattering by 130 Mev
neutrons
.
For each recoil protctti energy, the distance required for
the proton to lose the bias energy, E. , is detemincd
from range-energy tables. A plot of this distance, also
as a function of proton recoil angle, is shown in figure
3b. For a hypothetical "counter wall" at various dis-
tances, X, fron an n-p scattering event, the fraction of
effective protons (E^
^\ias^ ^^'^ strike the "counter
wall" before losing \^g^ is calculated.
nS© to''!
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130 ME7 NEUTRONS
Plroton Recoil Ehergy^ EL^ as a
Fimotlon of Angle of Proton
^ Recoil, Oj,
Figure (3*)
Dirtance for Recoil Rroton to
Loae Blae EherQr (10 Her) aa a




recoil proton losing Sfoias ^" "^^® counter without striking the counter
end if it originated at D) versus distance in the counter was made,
figure k, Tlie point l^^^ at which the probability areas on the graph
of figiire h were equal was taken as the effective end of the counter.
^eff is shown on the graph.
The values of (/«" and this whole calculation are for pure n-p
scattering. The contribution of energetic protons and deutcrons from
20,21
the carbon is considerable and is taken into account in the calcu~
lations (see bejbow). Neglecting the carbon in the calculation of -wall
losses introduces no appreciable errors in that the carbon contribution
is predcsainantly at lower enei^ies. Any error that is introduced is on
the conservative side, that is slightly overestiraatir^ the end losses.
c. Carbon Contribution
The contribution of energetic charged particles produced by high
energy neutrons iiiteracting with the carbon nuclei present is appre-
ciable. Kellogg has investigated the Cross Sections .for lYoducts of
20
90 >Iey Neutrons on Carbon and results pertinent to this study ere
given in tabular form below:
<T VALUE (milli-bams) 90 Mev Neutrons
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^eff* ^^©c'^i'''© ^ngth of the Counter
A plot of P Ts distance into the counter, D. P is defined
as (probability of a neu.tron reaching a distance D in the
counter) times (probability that a recoil proton, EL ^\±qjq
will produce a light pulse >bias before striking the counter
wall). The values of P plotted <?Te for 130 Mev neutx'ons,
10 Mev bias. 1^^^^ is shown for a 10 Mev bias where the two
shaded probability areas sre equal. The value of 1^^^- for
a 20 and h^ Mev bias is enown for both counters.
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In Y±e\r o^ the non-availGbility of snch cross sections at other
high enei^ies, the crosn sections -for production of energetic charged
particles from carbon were asstisied to be proportional to the total
cross section, K^.th aT")propriatft considerations o^ the energy scale of
the charged particles. The total cross section for carbon at several
7
high energies haa been measured bv Toylor and Wood.
d. Results of CalcTilations of FS Efficiency
A plot of calctilated FS efficiency vs F^ias ^* \^ -^-^^ ^'®^ ^^
given ±n fip^ire ^, Tlie CElculated values of efficiency?" vs neutron
energy ere given in Table 1.
Since the counter "was shielded by 3'* o*" lead, the neutron besm
„ Z. (pb)3B
would be attenuated to e ^ before reaching the couJiter if all
interactions in the lead removed neutrons frora the bcajr*. Hov^ver
this is not the casej sosie neutrons are scattered back into the coimter,
figure 5 includes one cunre for totsd lead attemiation .-nd one curve
for no lead in front of the counter. The effect of the lead is dis-
cussed further in the ne:rt. section.
Go E3cper:?jnentsl Inveptip;ation
The apparatus was set up as descr5.bed earlier and shown in fig-
ure 6. A DpO-flgO fmbtraction of n+p coincidences wsir- made to determine
the efficj.ency and characteristics of the FS by use of the photodisin-
tegration of deuteriura. Accidentals were subtracted as described pr«-
vioiisly. From kinewatic relations the energy of the neutrons being
detected was knovm to a small relative energy 'Width, 1 12.5 Hev, Ihe
response of the FS vrz.s determined to be uniform over its fagCB by use
di
-non orf;t 1o weJrv ill
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Figure $i Flying Saucer Sounter iifficiency vs Bia«
The experimental values are for 129±12.$ >iev neutrons*
The calculated values for 130 Mev neutrons are shovm in
the two curves. The upper curve is the expected value
if there were no attenuation of the neutron beam in the
lead shield. The other curve assumes that all neutron

















of a sTiiall radiiim source. The bias of the ^S was determined absolute-
ly by a radiurri if cut off. In viev of the linear relation betueen
electron pulse height and energ;/- loss, this value could be extra-
polated to our operating point which corressponded to a 6.1 Merv
electron bias. The data taken on F3 rfielded the following infor-
nationj
a. Efficiency' of FS vs %ias (^i ~ ^"^^ ^®^5 %= 129 Mev) con-
pared with calculated values in figure 5«
b. Effect of distance of FS from target vs counting rate of n+p
froBn lithium and oxygen (H20)- figure 7.
c. Efficiency of F3 vs \ (E^ = 2$0, 200 M«V| %iaa=6,l Kev).
See table 1, page 19.
D. Discussion of Results
1. Efficiency of FS vs E^ias^ F^* constant* 129 Mev
Figure 5 shows clearly the corresporadonce between the cal-
culated and G3£perinental values for efficiency. The deviation from
the calculated values is attributed to contributions from the lead
shield, ,4s is shoxm, practically all the neutrons that j.nteract with
the lead arrive in the counter voliiiae as energy degraded neutrons.
Hence at low bias there is probably no appreciable loss of counts due
to lead attenuationi however, as the bias voltage is increased, the
lower energy neutrons scattered from the lead are cut out rapidly and
the experimental curve approaches the calculated curve representing
completely effective lead attenuation.
VI
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Figure 7 s Ratio of mp Co^mting Retes from lA and as a function
P
of FS Distsjace from Target
The ratio of mp coincidences to proton, counts is shown
as a function of FS distance from ta:!:^et. The distancs
Bcale is in solid angle subtended by the FS at the cen-
ter of the target. The actual distances in inches are
noted above the solid angle coordinate*
The predicted distance at which the ratio should fall
to half the plateau value is shown on the graph as
0(1) and Lift),
Ln both cases E^-> E^^ 129 ifev S^^.^,
^^^ ^
£T0.






















































2, Effect of FS Bistence from Target on n p fron lithium and oxygen
A plot of n p coincidences vs ?S distance frcen target is ^iven in
figure 7» This plot shows the e'ffectiveness of the large solid angle
coverage by the ''''S. The solid angle subtended by the median plane of
the counter at the target center is shown as absissa undeme,?.th the dis-
tance scales. The angular distribution of the coincident neutrons fran
30
Id and was determined vith the small counter, see H. VBJLson's thesis.
From these oirves we would expect the counting rate with the FS counter
to have the gross features shown jji figure 7, nanely a plateau at large
solid angles and a fall off starting when the solid angle no longer con-
tains the entire neutron distribution. One can try to be quantitative
by comparing tlie value at which the ?S counter should count one half of
its plateau counting rate with the width obtained on the small counter.
3uch a cc»Rparison requires a knowledge of the curve shape. /'. theory for
31
the curve shape has been proposed by Wattenberg. A fairly good quant-
itative check is obtained by assuming the curve is a Gaussian irtiich
should be waighted by the solid angle. The predicted half vslue points
are indicated in figure ?• Sieir agreement with the experl'iiental values
is considered satisfactory in view of the assumption being nade. The
plateau of the lithiuri curve extends to greater ?3 distances than the
03<ygen plateau. This is a confirmation of the valuen obtained for the
angular half widttewith 'ho small counter, see reference 30.
3. Efficiency of FS vs Neutron I^Jiergy
Table 1 shows the correlation between the ciil.culated and exi>eri]nental
values of FS ef Ciciency as a function of neutron energy.
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The increase of efficiency with increasing neutron energy can
be attributed in pert to the effects of the 3" of lead shielding the
FS. The cross section for neutron interactions with lead (above
6
resonances) is flat out to approximately 90 Kov. It falls in the
energy interval frcro '^90 to IhO Mev where it again becones flat.
This effect tends to cancel out t];e lowering of efficiency due to the
decrease in cross section for production o^ energetic charged particles
in the scintillator at higb.er energies.
At neutron energies of 70 and 78 Hev the e3q>erijnenta3. value of
efficiency approaches that value obtained for the lead being ccsnpletely
effective in removing neutrons from the beam. At tho higher neutron
energies, 129 and 171, it approaches the value calculated for no lead
attenuation.
A further factor leading to an increasing efficiency with in-
creasing neutron energy is the effect of the carbon nuclei present in
the scintillator. Tlie cross section for the ejection of energetic
charged particlos frcan the carbon nuclei by fast neutrons is a greater
fraction of the total cross section at higher energies.
TABLE 1 Efficiency of ?S Counter as a Function of Ileutron Sher^r
'*'








3" R) Shield--:-* No Pb Shield
200 70 5.79 * .75 li.lO 13.2
260 78 5.1i6 ± .50 3.i.a 11.0
200 99 7.8 * .87 3.U3 10.1
260 99 6.1x9 ± .56 3.h3 10.1
260 129 8.1U ± .50 U.io 9.7
260 171.6 8.15 i .93 3.97 8.05
•«• Defined as n»p frora deuterium
P
** All Pb interactions assumed to remove neutrons frcHn beam.
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IV. STITDT OF SKALLj «LITTI.5 NuOT", HStJlHOTJ DETiSCTOR
A. Description of ''little nent"
"Little nmit" was constructed of clear plastic in the chape of
s. cylinder 12" lor^ by Li'* in dLajroter (see fi{C^Ire 8). Light from the
scintillating liquid was ftmnoled to the photosensitive face of £
single RCA $819 phototube by a small tmncated cone of Incite. The
lucite was in opticrJ- contact with the end of the co'.inter and the
face of the phototube.
"Little neut" was shielded from badcground radiation by 2" of
lead in front of the detector snd a cylindrical lead hcrane 1 1/8
«
thick surrounding the co^inter. "Little neut" was filled T<rith the
same liquid scintillator as the :^'S ^rith the exception that no "Popop"
Was added. This decreased the response time of the scintillator by
a factor of '"8j however the pulses obtained were smaller in magnitude.
The physical properties of the scintillator remained identical with
those of the FS.
Accidental n+p coincidences were handled in the same manner
as with the F3.
B. Calculo,tion8
1. Angular Resolution
a. Finite width of the counter, side wall losses
Some of the neutrons entering the counter will produce energetic
chained particles near the side walls of the counter. A fraction of
the charged particles so produced will strike the side walls of the
counter before travelling far enough to lose an energy corresponding
OS
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to the bias. Some criteria Tnust be established to estimate the
effective volune of the counter tJhich is lost due to these events.
Tlij.s calculation is illustrated graphical.17 in fis^re 9 and is similar
in many respects to the calculation of end effects in the FS. j5ie
wall of tho co\mter was approximated by a plaiie. The criteria estab-
lished ws^ as folloT^si That distance, x, fron the counter wall can
be assumed ineffective inhere So% of the recoil protons froR n-p
scattering that ecatter to one side of the median plane T-.dll strike
the wall of the counter before losir^^ an enei^j corresponding to a
given bias. Therefore the effective radius of the counter is equal
to
^counter^^"^ minus x. Vlhere x is a f\mction of bias and neutron
energy. Disregarding the carbon contribution here (as is discussed
for end effect of FS) results in slightly overestimating the Volume
of the counter lost due to side wall effects. For I30 Mev neutrons
and 10 Itev bias, x is O.U cm.
b. Effect of Finite Width Target and Target Angle
(1) Statement of problem
•Since the dcjuterons that undergo photodisintegration axe at
i*est initially in the laboratory, the neiitron-proton pairs arising
will be ejected back to back in the center of mass coordinates. Thus,
for a given )( ray, the angle of the neutron is determined if the angle
at which the proton is ejected is known. The proton detector is well
defined spatially and the energy spread of protons accepted leads to
a very small deviation from the angle between the netitron and proton
of the pair corresponding to the median energy proton accepted. It is
9d& '^^Bi^ii'za o^ JjGrlEiiXclsit-aa aci ihi ivMio src^ .Bsxci juJ oi
-cfeJ-RO Rliottio arJT *9' aaw 'rsJ-m/oo arf* "^o Haw
•jIlii-B Il-tw onelq rmtban 9df lo 9b±8 erio o.t lati-soo iflrfi gnhracJ-vh^o??
« o& Bnibnoqs«nrcoo -(tg^Sfis ha ^^nieol drjolecf -ratmroD arfi "^lo IL^iw arf^
Ifiirp^ ei. lotniTOO arft lo awlbui gfrld-oslla arid- 9Tolsrf9.fr .asJtcf navlg
noictirgrr fcris an.W lo noliom/1 s el x a- -^imlm (''5)T.9;jn£;oo-*^ <**
beaejjoelfa si an) STted noid-jrcfl'id-noo noch:-so orf.t ariJttnsgdiaKI .^ji^sne
•rarloif arid- gnliflntid-aa^STTO -^IJ-ffsile nl 3cMxfB©i (8*^ lo ioslls fens lol
eaoiiiron toM OCX lo"? .&to«lle IXgw ohta o<t sr/fo cfeol laj-mfoo erfcf lo
.so 4i.O 81 X t2.ei:d tsK QI bne
sIsnA .tegiBT brts .^-agi^T rf^tblVJ ©ilnl^: lo crd»1121 .d
aelcfoir **© tn«.'?T9^jBd"8 (l)
gnleltB c-rlisq noionq-noiirmn erfJ- ,Y^atBiodEl erfJ- nl x^^^^^^ '^^^
Bjjcr ,p*.,tr.rrh''ooo ??7!;^r lo ^:QC^^9r5 orit nl 'Ao&d oS j'oflcf bei»»t9 sd ILlyf
slsna 3i.4- Ir bftnir-nsd-Si:; si no-iJ-ueit r^ri* 'lo sI'iHj?. s>ri;t ^^^^ )( aarls b lol
Xl9W 8l ^oJ•09J•»b nod-ortq arfT .m«)rDi al boJ-oot© r1 noioiq ©rf^ riolffw i«
od- ab#9l baiqDoo.R PToioi:r,- lo bsfrrcrg \T>rt9n9 erfi brt-s r.'Tsicfsqa bartllaf)
noicwq bfUR noid-r^fi 3£io ixoawcJad al^ns &iij moil noxj.-iYo.a Ilnrme ^'^9V s
al il .b«iqooOB rroiortq X8rt®«» ajBlbam erfcJ- oi' ^nlbnociBerroo rlaq 9('J lo
Figure 9 J Side Jail Losses
Side wall losses are treated in a manner si'^ilar to the
end losses. A plot of distance for r. recoil proton to
lose the bian energy (lOlIer) vs proton recoil an^le is made
for S neutron = 130 Kev. (Figure 9a). Our plot need only
be in two dimensions since the locus of ther;e ^oint'? is
syMnetric about the axis of the neutron beam. A set of
parallel lines are dratm parallel to the 'Tall of the
coiinter. Two are shoftm in the ^ii^ir^^ p-'- distanc^/S A and
A' fron. the MmsB. axis. The fraction of effective recoil
protons losing S between these lines is
bins
f _ h Ik "" Ms M^-^ wl^ere & is for n-p
kk}' f^"^/^ scattering
0«0^f^vhenSp=: S^^^
Ihi0 fraction is spread uniformly about the beam axis.
Looking down the bean ajiis in figuJ^e 3bj, the counter wall is
positioned by trial and error. vVith the counter wall at x,
the fraction of f striking the wall before losing \Aa«
is —' • The loss of counter radius is given by that value
of X for which ^ % (i^ y ifr = .?5
"Where the suimnation is over all the segsients cut. by the
parallel lines.
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therefore assumed in this section that the angle between ejected neutron
and proton from deuterium is constant for coincident protons counted
by the proton counter (i.e., for a given proton angle and energy). Thus
if a point target were used, the solid angle defined b,- the proton count-
er would be reflected in an equal solid angle (at 90*^ in center of mass
coordinates) bean of neutrons arising from the photodisintegration of
D. Hie angular resolution of the experiment woijld then be simply the
angular resolution of the neutron counter. Use of a target of finite
dimensions and at an angle to the bremsstrahltrng beam results in focus-
ing and defocusing effects that are investigated by numerical methods
in this section.
(2) Muraerical Analysis
(a) Assumptions on which numerical analysis is based:
1. Angle between neutron and proton ejected is con-
stant over the range of angles included in the proton counter.
2. Dr^Rsatrahlimg beam intensity is a Gaussian shape
(radial syinmetry) clipped by the edge of the collimating system at the
J maJdmum value point (this is a very good assumption for the M.I.T.
J^chrotron bean). See figure 10a.
3. Finite thickness target can be approximated by
a plane target. •
)•. Loss of neutron counts due to width of counter,
figure 10c, can be treated independently from the loss duo to height
of counter, "igure 10b.
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(b) Method of Analysis
The cross section of the bremsstrablimg heaxn (2" in diameter
at the target) was divided into .2" squares by a grid of perpendicular
lines. I;ach square was assigned a number proportional to the intensity
of the bremsstrahlung hesm at the center of the square. This number
is assumed to be proportional to the number of neutron and proton pairs,
(n^-p) ij, forsned in this square, ^^ere i and j refer to its coordinates.
To conipute the fraction of the neutrons entering the effectiT©
voliame of the counter due to dispersion in the vertical direction, lines
Joining the center of a square and the vertical extremities of the pro-
ton counter were extended to intersect a line perpendicular to the
neutron counter azis erected at the center of the counter. Consult
figure 10 for calculation of a tyi)icsl square. The ratio of the length
of the line segment of the perpendionlar to the counter subtended by
the vertical height (effective, corrected for side wall losses) of the
counter: the length of the segment of this same line that lay between
its intersection with the extended lines through the center of the
square was determined for each square. Ihis ratio, (fv-)j^j, is assiaaed
to be the fraction of neutrons fron the sq\iare that arrive in the
effective volune o" the counter due to divergence (losses) in the vert-
ical direction. Losses due to angular divergence in the horizontal
plane due to the finite tai^et were calculated as is shown in the plan
view shown in figure 10c. The target length was divided into ten equal
segments. The projection of these segments on the plane perpendicular
to the beam axis was equal to .2», the size of the gidd dividing the
c-
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Figure 10 J Geometric Efficiency factor
Figure 10a shows the i-rfni^rsf^d Irtcpsitv of the
broaasstralilung beain as a t'ur.ctlOTi of radi-!j.s. It
aloo shows haw the target was divided ii\to squares
(n+p)^. by f grid located in a plane perpendicular to
the brerasstrahlung beam.
Figure 10b shovrs the fraction of (n+p)oc ths.t anter tJie
eff«ctire voltime of the counter due to diyerirence in
the vertical direction. T^iis rraction is equal to the
ratio of the length of lir\Q segments AB , ,
— AC
Figure loC shows the fraction, ^ of (n+p) that en^r
RT
the effective volume of the counter due to divergence
in the horisontal direction.
Fig^ire ID is not to scale and is exaggerated to show
clearly whEt effects ars beir^ considered.
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bremsstrahlung beaan. A line Tfas dra^^nn. from the cerster of a line
segment to one eHtrernity o^ the proton counter, .i^nother line was
drawn at an angle to the first line equal to the angle between th©
neutron proton pair of the median energy proton accepted. This sec-
ond line was extended to intersect the perpendicular bisector of the
neutron co-onter as before* A second pair of lines was constnicted
for the other extremity of th© proton counter. As before the ratio
of the perpendicular bisector contained in the effective count-ers
length of the perpendicular bisector between the two lines origin-
ating at the proton co-ionter was assuned to be the fractidn, (%)4
of the neutrons originating in that segment that entered the effect-
ive volume of the counter due to divergence in the horizontal plane.
vlhat could be temed a p;eanietrical efficiency,' factor is then
given by the stunmation 2-.^*if/»j..(/J. U j divided by Z- (h-tp)..
where the suaimiation is over all the squares.
An analysis vrith the neutron counter at several angles was
carried out for one proton energy and is shown in figiire 11.
2. Calculated "Observed" efficiency of "little neut"
a. Efficiency of the counter
The calculation of the efficiency of the small counter is
carried out in the same manner as for the F3. The same techniques
were employed in computing end effects. Since the physicsl com-
position or both liquid scintillators was the same, carbon contrib-
ution and cross sections were identical.
b. "Observed" efficiency of "little neut"
The exper:lraental method employed in determining the observed
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Figure 11: Angular Seaolution of n-i-p eTents frcaa Deuterium vith
P
"Little Hwut"
The experimental points were obtained ^'var.i c D^O-H^O
subtraction. S^« S » 129MeT, %<ae~ •''^''^-* ^'^'^^










efficiency of the counter depended on a D^O^^Hg^ subtraction, as ia
explained in detail in paragraph V,A, This method asstiines that the
difference between the iranbcr of protons (of proper energy) coiinted
from Q2*-* i^^^s those from H^O were protons occurring as e result of
the photodisintegr&tion of D. In order to coiTipare the ca3.culated
"observed" efficiency with that obtained experimentally it is nec-
essary to iiKultiply the neutron counter efficiency obtained above by
the fraction of coincident neutrons that enter the effectlYe volume
of the counter, paragraph IV, 3, l,b« A further correction is nec-
essary to account for the attenuation of the neutron besm in passing
through any shielding material. This is discussed further in the
section on experiinental results. A plot of calculated "observed"
efficiency vs bias for Sjj-130 Mev is given in figure 13.
C. Ejcperiffiental Investigation
The experimental setup for the study of "little neut" is
shown in figure 12. As -with the FS, the photodisintegration of the
deuteron, as obtained froia a D2O-H2O aubtraction, was used as a tool
to investigate the characteris lies of 'little neut". Accidentals
were treated in the sawe manner as they were for the FS. Ihe response
of the small counter was determined to be uniform over its entire
length by n\e use of a saiall Co source of JC rays. An absolute value
for the bias of "little neut" was obtained utilxzing the 1.3 Mev Yray
60
frora Co for a cutoff determination. Ihe bias at the operating point
corresponded to a 10.U Mev electron pulse. The data taJcen for »little
neut" yielded the following information
1
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Figure 12! Oecaaotrr employed in e3q>eri!^eTitff Trtth "Little Neut"
Neiitron iBoiinter
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1. .'Ingular Hesolt.it ior. oT the I-zsperirient
The DBgyilar diTorgence diie to a finite width target vsjb not
Gcparsted from the imdettainty in an^le dtie to the finite oizc counter.
A plot of the angul5:r resolution of the D-photodisintegration exper-
iment is ^ho^m in :^i£rare 11. The data employed for the e^qperimental
29
points is listed in H. Wilson's thesis. The ratio of n+p events to
protons, p>p
, from deuteriiwi is plotted as a function of neutron
coimter angle. The proton energy was 129 ±12.5 Jfev. The median
neutron energy was 129 ^'ev, median neutron angle 7^^, i.e., ^0^ In
the center of mass coordinates.
2. The relative efficiency of 'TLittle neut" as a fmiction
of bias for %= 129 Hev an determined experimentally is shown in fig-
ure 13.
D. Discussion of Results
1. Angular Resolution
A calculation of the aj^ular resolution of "little neut" employing
the methods described in section IV,B was carried out for th© following
conditions
:
E^ =260 Kev Op (avg) = 76<^
Ep = 129± 12.5 Mev % (avg) = 76°
^ = 129:^12.5 Jfev V=®i^ ^ ^^ (center of
mass coordinates)
(Keutron) \^^ =10 Mev a** of Pb in front of
"little neut"
IS
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Figijire 13 j "Observed" i^fficiency o^ Little Ve-^t vs Bias
The calculatfjd "observed" ef ^iciercy of "little neiit"
as a function of bias for E^= 130 iiev is given by
the curve.
The experimental points are the ratio of n+p coin-
cidence counting rates to proton counting rates,
"^P , from DgO, These values arc normalised to the
P
value of .0529 which i-^aa tne calculated value for
E.
.^





















The curve of figure 11 show- Vae rosnlts of this calculation.
The ratio of e-^.pected true coincidence counts to proton counts, ntp
from deuterium is shovm as ordinate ss a function of the angle j 0j^,
between the neutron counter and the breramstrahlung baai-a. The curve is
normalized to the value obtained in paragraph 2 of this section for
the "observed" efficiency at ©jj=76°. The other calculated points
on the curve were obtained by applying the appropriate geataetric
efficiency (paragraph IV B l,b) for other values of 9^ as given in
the fillowing tables
Q^ 62° 66^ 71° 73-5° 76° 78.5° 81° 36° 91°
Geometric Efficiency.OO .0^2 .31ii •hl6 .527 .1472 .339 .0785 .00
The agreement betveen the experimental values and the caJ-Culated
curve, figiire 11, is excellent.
Since the neutron counter subtends such a sin;?ll solid angle, most
of the elastic scattering events in the lead will scatter neutrons out
of the counter. In the calculations it was assumed that the lead in
front of the counter was completely effective in removing neutrons
from the beam. Our assumption concerning the lead is not completely
valid. Some of the neutrons that are initially headed for the counter
and are scattered still enter the effective volume of the counter,
Furthermore, since the bearo of coincident neutrons from the target is
wider than the BBiall counter, some of the neutrons not originally
headed for the counter wiLl be scattered into the counter by the 1 1/8"
thick lead cylindrical shield surrounding the counter and produce
^j^e (aXarut ©di to notioajul * as aisnlMo m rwortE ai «ttfj:it'vli.i6i; ncnl
«i avriTD oriT .meed jmrXrlstJ oKi !)nB ic»;J-m/o!) rro^+.v^n srft neawd-od
fli nsvxg a^ n® 'lo acsi/jjjv i&d&o tol {d^l S VI j'.q£-iafi*iAc) xonexoiTJs
x©XdB<* 3ni:woXId51 arivt
00, ^8Y0. ^ee. ST4. TS$. dVii. ilxe. S^O. OO.xonslollia utidsntoei)
^om ,8Xgns blXoB Ilrirr^ c doifs afonecfdire la-Jnitt'o noifaan. ^riJ oonlC
iiro saoiJ'ffsn asJ-^Boa IXiw bssX srf.t rl ^.trrsvo 3»ni^5iiri5B oliaaXa nrict ^o
anoi^trsa SfdvorrsT: nl. svxjo&'IIb '^i-^eJ oXqnoo bbw ^6^t^ucD adJ- lo cfnoil
Xl«^aIqwoo J^on ai fo*©! wrtt lyiimaonoo noid-qBursoB taO »tim3d 3rii noil
latmroo 9flt lo*^ babjeeii ylXsid-Jtrtl ©tcb &i&d& nnoi&r.rea 9<^'J lo ©.«s>8 .biXev
•ladrif/oo arW lo anorXov arxjoslla sifcf le^tna Xliia beT=i»t+B08 str hrw
•1 i'e'grt*i »ftf frorrl ano'tiirsn tr^sblDfJioo '^o snsad »i*.i oorrle ^arcoftrxarfi^xi^
^XlfiniaiTO d^on Bnot&uan erf^t 'to »noa ^•rod•^f^oo XXamb "'^"^ '^cfd' lafilw
8\X I erii xd laicrjjoo s/li oiat bvto&^BOa od XXJv 'i9d'nj:roo ^d& tol bebs^rf
sojabo^q bna i9&nvoo arfi anxfonxrotixra bloirfa IcoxihrLtXyp bsal iloJWd"
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coincidence coimts. To inrestigate this effect, the incre^aae in n+p
events frvon lithi-'im due to an adc?itionaI ?" of load siarrotrnding the
email counter vas measured. Since the angnlar width o^ the coincident
neutron be?tm is Tmich wider for lithiiiri than for deuterium, the effect
was much larger than for deuterium. The r£t?.o o-** the solid argles
s^jbtended by the lead for (cylindrical shield plus 2" additional. )«
(cylindrical shield) was 5 si. The relative increase in ntp events
for this condition was l.U:l. This factor accounts ""or the exper-
imental values being larger than the calculated values for 9j^ near
the extremities of the distribation. It sl30 shows that the contri~
bution o" neutrons scattered into the counter xvcn the le§d shield
normnlly employed was sm/ill.
?. Efficiency of "little neut"
The efficiency of both counters depends on a subtraction of
counts due to DpO minus those frcsa HgO* Tte n+p coincidences from
HgO must be entirely due to the oxygen. The D2O and HgO targets
were irradiated for equal flus;:-tiiaes under the same conditions.
(The H2O tai^et 'W'as 1.02 tLiies thicker than the D2O target and in all
subtractions the appropriate corrections are made.) Tne quotient of
(niraber of n-*-p events frois DgC minus those fra-. corrected H2O) divided
by (the number of protons observed from d2^ r.ii.nu3 those frora corrected
H2O), i.e., An»p
^ would give directly an experijsiental value of the
Ap
counter efficiency if the neutron counter subtended a sufficient solid
angle to include all the neutrons. Since this is not the case for
kittle neut", an appropriate correction for the loss of neutrons due
to the geometry employed must be made in order to ccxnpare predicted
SO!X.LDO
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value 01 m-p w.lth those obtained eaperteentally. I'hc geometric
P
correction is considered in the section concerning antiolar resolution
of "little neut««
For convenience we vill refer to the ratio or n+p events to p
events frcxi deuteriura as the "obaerved" efriciency. Hie emciency
of the proton counter is -^lOQ,©* The calculated "observed" efJicieT-cy
is a function of three factors: (1) co'onter oi '. iciency, (2) geo-
metric efficiency factor, (3) attenuation of neutron bea'^ due to
shielding
•
For tlie conditions given in the preceding par2^raph: the calcu-
lated RUTiieric&l values obtained for the "observed" efficiency at
the maximum value weret
0.183 X 0,S21 X 0,51.^8 = 0.0529
(calculated counter (geometric (attenuation ("observed"
efficiGncy) efficiency) xactor) efi'iciency)
Hhe agreeanent bcv.reen the calculated values and expcrJuaental
absolute vcluee, which is sho'wn in figure 11, is good, ./igurc 11
is actually a plot of "observed*' efficiency vs neutron counter angle,
^» comparison of calculated axad experimental 'k)bservod-' ei -"icienciee
of "little neut" vs nexxtron h±iks i'or a neutron energy of 130 Hev is
shovm in figure 13 • 'i^-te experimental points are the ratio of the
counting rate of n+p coixicidences to the counting rate of proton events,
n-vp
,
frcan BoO. The experimental values are norinalized to the calcu-
P

















!Ihe efficiency is obtained from experimental data by taking
the ratio of n+p coincidence counts to (single) proton counts from
deuteriiM. Tne denaninator of this ratio is a small difference
bet-ween two large numbers (protons^ q — protonsrj q)« This is an
unhappy sittiation in that it yields a final experi«iental result with a
large statistical uncertainty. In view of the consistency of the
calculated efficiencies compared to those obtained experl^aentally,
it is felt that the calculated values are probably as reliable ss
the ejcperlmental values. The reliability of the calculated values
is of course dependent on the accuracy with which the neutron cross
sections employed in the calculations are known.
The experimental determination of efficiencies should be re-
peated with the liquid deuteriuRi target when it becomes available
to reriove the ambiguity associated with the subtraction nethod.
If this were done the experimental results could be mjsde more re-
liable than the calculations.
B. Ar^ular Resolution
The data on the angular resolution is good. The a^c^reewent
between the calculated values and expermental points in the case
of "little neut" supports our confidence in the reliability of
angular distributiens obtained with the use of "little neut". Care-
ful curve shapes of differential cross section can be obtained ^d.th
'•little neut" and are given in re"erences $ and 29 for several differ-
ent target nuclei.
fjifir 'LI,:-. 1 ,-.
,?
v.nr:o.r: •:;.,. .
«tfU lo caaoo Qdi lo walv nl .-^inlBdTtaorjLf Ii5oJ:ie±Jjac^a t
-en eT:om sharrt acf Miroo Bc^-Eirgan Xscfn0i?ii:T:<Kp:9 ed^ enoJb ancsw alrit tl
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In oroar to eorip.^r® the dnts. obtslr>€d in dif "erant er.p«r5jier.t»
or br riffercrri d^Jtectors one rr.O'sds to Icno^r t*^c ftbgolnte tp.1-i€«; o*'
tV:e ©•'"ficiencic? o*" the r'ctectors drrslcPired. ''rtei the finailurgis of
th® ar4*tilar foci,isin|r and defotrtislrig of tarnets perfor^jod in thta
thesi"! cme crt^ Wybnin cJTJarinentellT the ef^iciercrT" '^^ the detectors
fron t!^«r5 d?.ta on the photaiisintogrntion o-*' the dsriiteron.
One hss rmch moi^ con'riddrsce in the erpepfri€*ite.l!I.r obtairbed
v^l-no.r. o** t>.p f5'**-^l(;'!f>"tr'.' 1<^ or^e can ef^tir^.^te the efflcler^C}^ *'rnn a
krKJWlsdgG o the fu.n<lGfnontal miclep^r react *.onn irrrol-ved.. It is
therefore yQ-rj satis^tr^ to '"ijid that thei^ 1?? c^reoneyit In the
TaluGB of fhe e^fteienciss obtjslned €wro<5rtr*i€mtAllj and the valttes
calctjlated. The ©rcellenc© of tho sgrcsdment ^or the grrall co».mter
(show? in fifnjre 11) to bott© e:-rb<9nt imist be fortuitous.
this thesis has attewipted to clairlfir the .factors irrrolvod. in
iMissRin-n? or calculatirsf: the &f^tc±<sncy of hi^h energ^j neutron d«-
t©ctorf5. Ihe "'OT^B important of tiiese factors smd their interplay caa
one ajiother are llgtedi
!• Target eizo and .«?©tti2i,^s car. oeiise focaslng and defocustng
effects in coincidenc© moaOTjrer^cntc.
2. T!i« lead shieldirig in front of a seall counter attenuates
the neutron be.-Tss btit r.iay not do S50 on a. Isrgo cotmter dcpordiru^ <m
the bias csnployed. The lead shielding;' oia the sid© of a coimter is





& asnull tail to the aljgidar resolution of .. detector,
3. The star and spallation ij^s^aentn "rom cej^an in the sclnt-
illatiiig liquids contribute an increasiri^lj- larger fraction of the
events observed as one loT-rers the bias o" ''''^'' "detector.
h* Tne ef.-^iciency as a fvmction of the discrl-ninator bias depends
upon the siae of ths neutron counter . In a siriall cotmter the effleiency
is much more readily predictable as a function o? bias. The simple
dependence expected from isotropic proton recoils doss not hold at
these high enei^ies because of factors 2 and 3 diecrissed above.
5. Ihe efficiency as a function of the energy of the neutrons
has not been satisfactorily predicted. More- information is needed
ccmcerrdjig variation of the nunber of star and spallation fra^ents
p.p a function of neutron ener,i;y. Additional ini'orrnation is silso needed
on the various diffei^ential cross-sectioJis of neutrons on lead.
In future experiiiientE on dotectcrs. t'"c cf ""iclGnc-r rho'-ild not
be determined by a subtraction method.
.',2
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